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Abstract--Nearly unstable multidimensional AR  models are studied where the coefficient ma- 
trices are given in Jordan normal form. Weak convergence of the sequence of the appropriately 
normalized LSE8 of the coefficient matrices is proved. A natural connection between the discrete 
and the corresponding continuous time models is presented. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the ~-dimensional autoregressive model 
Xk ---- QXk- I  + gk, 
Xo = O, 
k = 1,2,..., 
O) 
where the d-dimensional real-valued random column vector ek contains the (unobservable) ran- 
dom innovations (disturbances, noises) at time k, and the dxd matrix Q is the unknown parameter 
of the model. The least-squares estimator (LSE) of Q based on the observations XI,..., Xn is 
given by 
Let o(Q) denote the spectral radius of the matrix Q, i.e., the maximum of the absolute value 
of the eigenvalues of the matrix Q. When 0(Q) < 1, the model is said to be asymptotically 
stationary. Under the assumption that the ~k's are i.i.d, with F.~e = O, Eeke~ = ~, the LSE of Q 
is asymptotically normal 
k=l 
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where v ,  denotes convergence in distribution and I is the unit matrix (see [1,2]). By another 
normalization 
(o,F-1 ® as (3) 
where F = ~-~°=0 Qk~(oT)k is the covariance matrix of the stationary distribution (being the 
unique solution of the equation ~ + QFQ T = F). Nevertheless, the convergence in (2) and (3) 
are not uniform with respect o Q in the set {Q : Q(Q) < 1} (see [3]). 
When Q(Q) = 1, the model (1) is said to be unstable. It has been shown by White [4] that in 
the case of the one-dimensional unstable AR(1) model Xk = QXk-1 + ek, k > 1, with Q = 1, 
the variables n(Qn - 1) converge in law to a random variable 
fo 1 W2(O dt ' (4) 
where {W(t), t E [0, 1]} is a standard Wiener process. Multidimensional unstable models have 
been studied in [5]. Tsay and Tiao [6] restricted themselves to the investigation of coefficient 
matrices Q in Jordan normal form and proved that with suitable normalizing matrices An the 
sequence (Q, -Q)An converges in law. Moreover, they gave a representation f the limit distribu- 
tion. This representation involves multiple stochastic integrals with respect o Wiener processes 
and has a very complicated form. Arat6 [7] has drawn attention to the connection between 
discrete and continuous time multidimensional unstable models. 
The result (4) and the nonuniformity of the convergence in (2) and (3) have led to the study 
of the following so-called nearly nonstationary one-dimeusional AR(1) model (we prefer to call 
it nearly unstable): 
X(k n) =QnX(n-)I -'a- e(n)k , k= 1,2,. .. ,n, 
X (n) = 0, 
where Q.  = 1 + h/n with h E R. It has been shown by Chan and Wei [8,9] that 
1/2 f~ Y(O dW(t) 
where {Y(t), t e [0,1]} is an Orustein-Uhienbeck process, which is defined as the solution of the 
stodaastie differential equation 
By another normalization 
dY(t) = hY(t) dt + dW(¢), Y(O) = O. 
fo r ' (o  dt ' 
see, for example, [10-12]. (The above model is also called near integrated and is applied often in 
economic theory; see [i0].) We also note that the limit distribution depends on the parameter h, 
which is connected to the rate of convergence in Qn ~ i. 
Nearly unstable multidimensional AR processes are generated according to the scheme 
Xk(n) = QnXk(n_)l + e(k "), k -- 1,2, . . . ,n,  
(5) 
X0 (") = 0, 
where {e(k n)} is an array of d-dimensional random vectors and Qn, n _> I is a sequence of d x d 
matrices uch that Qn ---, Q, where Q is a matrix with Q(Q) = 1. Phillips [10] treated the case 
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where Qn = e AI'~, n >_ 1, and A is a fixed dxd matrix. Kormos and Pap [13] investigated the case 
where Qn = e (~ I+A) /n ,  n >_ 1, 7 E R and A is a skew-symmetric matrix and obtained the weak 
convergence of the log-likelihood ratio under the assumption that {e (n) } are i.i.d, normal. The 
limit functional turned out to be the log of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of some continuous time 
multidimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, indicating a natural connection between discrete 
and continuous time models. Stockmarr and Jacobsen [14] studied essentially the case where 
Qn = I + A/n.  Pap and van Zuijlen [15] considered the case Qn = eAn/neB, n ~ 1 where 
An --* A, B is a known skew-symmetric d x d matrix and AnB = BAn for n > 1. 
The aim of the present paper is to investigate nearly unstable complex-valued models (5), 
where the coefficient matrices are in Jordan normal form. First, we give a sufficient condition 
on the innovations {,(n)} for convergence (in the Skorokhod space D([0, 1] ~ cd)) of the rotated 
sequence 
• - e-i[ntl°L X (n) [0, 1], 1, 2, . . .  Y('~)(O . -  ,~ [nil, tE n= 
to a d-dimensional continuous time AR process, where the d x d matrices Ln and the angle 0 E 
(-It, ,r] are suitably chosen. We will also prove weak convergence of the sequence of appropriately 
normalized LSEs, and finally, we describe a connection between the discrete and the related 
continuous time models. 
Of course, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 of [6], describing the limit behavior of the above step 
functions together with the LSE in the purely unstable model, follow from our results as a special 
case by taking real-valued disturbances and Qn - Q. Moreover, the representation of the limit 
process of the step functions and the limit distribution of the LSE of the coefficient matrices are 
remarkably simpler in our formulation. 
2. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
Let C d be the space of d-dimensional complex-valued column vectors equipped with the norm 
[Ixll := (]Ed=l Ix#[2) 1/2 for z = (x l , . . .  ,Xd) T e C d. 
For every n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  consider the complex-valued d-dimensional AR model 
X(k n) r v(n) --~(n) 
= ~n. 'Lk_ l  T ~k  ' k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
X0 (n) = 0, 
where {e (n) } is an array of random vectors 
of the form 
0 
where/3n = e ~"I'~+~° with hn E C, hn ~ h 
unstable, since Jn --* J where 
e w 0 
i e ~s 
J :=  0 1 
i : 
0 0 
(6) 
0 .. .  O)  
0 ... 0 
e iO . . .  0 , 
" ,  " ,  "_ 
. . .  1 e t0 
and hence, O(J) = 1. Let us consider the normMization matrices 
Ln:=diag{n-1/2 ,n-S/2e '° , . . . ,n -d+l /2e ' (d-1)°) .  
in C d and {Jn} is a sequence of d x d Jordan blocks 
0 0 ... 0 \  
~,~ o . . .  o 
1 f~n .. .  0 , 
",o " ,  * 
. . .  1 /~, 
E C, and 0 E (-It, ~']. The model (6) is nearly 
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The random step functions 
o-d[ntlO r. y(n) y(n) (t) := .. .~n.. bt]' " 
~-~lntl e_~o~(n ) 
M(n)(t) := ~ L..,tk= 1 ~'k ' 
t E [0,1], 
t E [0,11, 
can be considered as random elements in the Skorokhod space D([0, i] -* ca). 
A process {Z(t), t E [0, 1]} with values in C is called a complex standard Wiener process if 
(V~ ReZ(t), v~ ImZ(t)) T, t E [0, 1], is a standard Wiener process in R 2. Then, EIZ(t)I 2 -- t 
and CovZ(t) = (1/2)12, where Ik denotes the k x k unit matrix. A process W(t) -- (Wl(t),..., 
Wd(t)) T, t E [0, 1], with values in C d is called a complex standard Wiener process, if its coordinate 
processes {Wl(t), t E [0, 1]},..., {Wd(t), t E [0, 1]) are independent standard Wiener processes 
inC. 
Let {W(t), t E [0,1]} be a standard Wiener process with values in C d. Consider the continuous 
time process {Y(t), t E [0, 1]} defined as the solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dY(t) = AY(t)  dt+ r~ dW(t), Y(O) = O, (z) 
where A is the d x d Jordan block 
A := if00 i h 0 ... 1 h ... , "_ • , " . ,  
0 ... I 
and E is the diagonal matrix diag{l,0,... ,0}. Because of the structure of E, only the first 
coordinate of the process {W(t), t E [0, 1]} plays a role. 
We shall impose the following condition on the random disturbances {~(n)}. 
(C) e (n), k -- 1,... ,n, n _> 1, is a triangular array of square integrable martingale differences 
~(n) in C a with respect to the filtrations ( k )k=0,1 ..... n;n_~l such that for all t E [0, 1], 
, t  
a,s R ----, oo, 
where C ) := (Re(e -'~° e(kn)), Im( e -'~8 e(hn))) T and 
Our first theorem shows that (C) is a sufficient condition for the weak convergence y(n) ~), y 
in D([0,1] ~ C~). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the array e(k "), k = 1,... ,n, n > 1, satisfies Condition (C). Then, 
Y(") Y, D ([o, i] -- 
PROOF. First, we remark that it follows from a version of the Functional Central Limit Theorem 
[16, Theorem 7.11] in the space D([0,1] --* R~), that Condition (C) implies M (n) 9 W in 
D([0, 1] --* Ca). 
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Using It6's formula to solve (7), we obtain 
fo  t Y(t) = eCt-')AE dW(s), t E [0, 1]. 
Hence, by the help of the formula 
e ,xA : e ~h 
001 '''i/ 
1 ' ~d-1 I )~d-2 i " )~d-3 
(d - I)[ (d - 2)! (d -3)!  
the coordinates of Y(t) can be written in the form 
), ~ R, 
1/o' Yj(t) = (j - 1)! (t - s)J-le h(t-.) dWl(s), j =1 , . . .  ,d. 
From (6), we obtain 
IB  
k--1 
Using 
0 . . .  
--= kZ/ n " '•  
: : • . . .  
( £ ~f l t -d+l  [ l ~/~/-d+2 [ t ~ / -d+3 
\d - l l~n  kd-2]  n kd -3]  n "•" 
we derive for j = 1,. . .  , d, t E [0,1] 
y~n) (t ) = e-~Intl° n-J + l/Z e~O-1)e Xl~ ),~ 
11 
[nt] 
• • • (.gntl-k~(n)~_. = e-S( [n t l -~+l )On- J+ l /2  E ~, n k ) j  
k=l  
t-*] { [ - t l  - 
= e-i([ml-J+l)On-J+ll2 ~ ~, j _ t )~'n ~t  
k=l  t= l  
= ~ ei(t - 1)o [ntl 
t=~ (J - t)T r~-~/2 }--~([ntl - k ) . . .  ([ntl - k - j + t + 1)eh"([ntl-k-J+t)/n-ikOsi~) 
k----1 
e i ( t - z )O  _ _ = ~"~ (j_g),rtt_l  fo[nt]/n ([n: ] S) ."  ( [n t ] - j+~+ l S) 
£=1 1'~ 
× eh-(({ntl-j+t)/n-') dM(tn)(s), 
where in the case ~ = j ,  by convention, the products ([nt] - k). . .  ([nt] - k - j + £ + 1) and 
(([nt]/n) - s). . .  (([nt] - j + t + 1)/n - s) are 1. 
Applying Proposition 6 in [11], we obtain joint convergence of the stochastic integrals in the 
sum above. The terms with t > 1 disappear in the limit because of the factor n -t+l, which 
completes the proof• II 
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REMARK 1. The statement of Theorem 1 is valid for the model 
X(k n) 7 y(n) Ee(n) = ~n--k-1 + k , k=l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
X0 (n) = 0, 
where only the first row of the model contains a random disturbance. Moreover, in Condition (C), 
the limit matrix (t/2)I2d can be replaced by any 2dx 2d matrix having left upper 2 x 2 block equal 
to (t/2)I2. If the left upper 2 x 2 block is equal to diag(t, 0) then, the process {W(t), t • [0, 1]} 
has to be replaced by the real-valued standard -dimensional Wiener process. (Nevertheless, the 
process {Y(t), t • [0, 1]} takes complex values also in this case, except if h • R.) 
REMARK 2. For real-valued isturbances, the considerations in Remark 1 imply the following 
result. If e(~ ), k = 1, . . . ,  n, n _> 1 is a triangular array of square integrable martingale differences 
in R a with respect o the filtrations (~rk(n))k=0,1 .....n;n>l such that for all t • [0, 1], 
- ,~ Id ,  as n - - ,  oo, 
n k=l  
and 
[nt] 
 o>o , I n = x d.~ >.~} , O, as n --, oo, 
then, y(n) ~ y in D([0, 1] --* Ca), where, in the definition (7) of the process {Y(t), t E [0, 1]}, 
the d-dimensional standard Wiener process {W(t), t • [0, 1]} is real-valued if 0 = 0 or 0 = It, and 
complex-valued otherwise. 
REMARK 3. Careful analysis, as in [15,17], shows that the following more general condition is 
also sufficient. Let {M(t), t • [0, i]} be a continuous semimartingale with values in C d. Consider 
the continuous time process {Y(t), t • [0, 1]} defined as the solution of the stochastic differential 
equation 
dY(t) = AY(t) dt + r~ riM(t), Y(O) = O. 
If M (n) ~ M in D([0, 1] --, C a) then y(n) ~ y in D([0, 1] --* Ca). (The key is to prove the 
representation Y(t) = Y,M(t) + fo e(t-s)A~M(s) ds, t • [0, 1], by the help of the It6's formula; 
then to find its discrete time counterpart expressing the step function y(n) in terms of M (n) and 
finally, to use the Continuous Mapping Theorem.) 
REMARK 4. If the coefficient matrix Qn of a nearly unstable model (5) has the form 
Qn ~" 
o . ) 
o .. 
. . . . .  = ' 
0 0 .. .  d(t) 
where Jn O) is a Jordan block with eigenvalue/~(n j) = ehP )/n+~°°) with h~ ) e C, h~ ) --* h(#) e C and 
0 (j) E (-Ir, lr] then, under Condition (C), we have in the same way y(n) ~, y in D([0, 1] ~ cd), 
where 
dY(t) = AY(t)dt + E dW(t), Y(O) = O, 
with o o)c io o) i .4( 2 ) . . .  0 x:(2) . . .  0 A := : : . '. : , X] := : : ... : , 
\ 0 . . .  A(O \ 0 . . .  ~(*) 
and A(J) is a Jordan block with eigenvalue h O) and E ¢/) :-- diag{1, 0, . . .  , 0} (of the appropriate 
s~) .  
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3. LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATORS 
In this section, we will apply the result concerning the weak convergence of the sequence of 
processes {Yn(t), t E [0, 1]} in order to derive the convergence of suitably normalized LSEs of the 
coefficient matrices. The least-squares timator of the matrix Jn in the model (6) based on the 
observations X~n),. . . ,  X(n n) is given by 
(k~l / I )T )  ( n - - I ' I " I  -1 Yr, ~ X(kn) X(n-)l E X(n-)l ( X(kn-)l " 
----. \k=l x ~, / 
Let us introduce the normalization matrices 
An := diag { ne - iO , n 2 e- 2i° , . . . ,nde - ~ }. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the array e(k n), k = 1,.. .  ,n, n >_ 1, sat/s/ies Condition (C). Then, 
(yn_jn) An 2:)(f01(dW(~))(~-~(~))T)(L1y(t)(~(~))Tdt) -1 
PROOF. From (6), we obtain 
(k..~l (k n (~)T) (~ k (~) ( k (n-) ~T/-1 Yn=Jnq  - • ) X I X 1 " = \k=l x ,, / 
Now, 
implies 
i.k]n 
L1 e-ilntl°LnXln~ X (-L-~)T e i['~t]° dt Y(n)Ct)CY(n)Ct)) T dt = E= Jck-1)/. t 1 
n 
=iLn(k=~lX(kn__)l(X(n_)l)T ) 
~-~Xk(n_)l/~)T =•Ln I (f01S(n)(t)(~)T dr)((~n)T) -1. 
k==l 
In a similar way, we obtain 
n 
k~l ~(kn) (Xk(~)l) 
hence, 
-~- ~fn e i8 fO 1 (dM (n) (t)) (y(n)(t)) T ((~n) T) -1, 
eio 1 - 1 
Jn =Jn  +-~ ( fo  l(dM(n)(t))(Y(n)(t-''I-~)-r) ( fo Y (n ) ( t ) (~)Tdt )  L,~. 
Consequently, 
( ) ' . - J . )  A .= ( fo I (dMm)( t ) ) (~)T) ( fo lY (n ) ( t ) (y (n ) ( t - I I '~) rd t )  -1 ' 
and by using again Proposition 6 in [11], the proof is complete. I 
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4. CONNECTION WITH CONTINUOUS TIME 
AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESSES 
Let (W(t), t E [0, 1]} be a standard Wiener process with values in C d. Consider the complex- 
valued continuous time autoregressive process given by 
dY(t) = AY(t) dt + E dW(t), Y(0) = 0, (8) 
where A = (aik) is a complex d x d matrix and E = diag(1,0,... ,0). 
The process Y(t) = (Yl(t),...,Yd(t)) T, t E [0,1], with values in C d call be identified with 
Y(t) := (Re Yl(t), ImYl(t) , . . . ,  Re Yd(t), ImYd(t)) T, t E [0, 1], which is an autoregressive process 
with values in R 2d satisfying the equation 
dY(t) = A9(t) dt + E dW(t), 9(0) = 0, 
where A is the 2d x 2d matrix given in 2 x 2 block matrix form by 
{' Re ajk -- Im ajk ) 
= (Kik), Kjk := ~,Imajk Reajk / ' 
W(t) := (ReWl(t) , ImWl(t) , . . .  ,ReWa(t),ImWa(t)) T, t e [0, 1], 
and E := (1/2) diag(1, 1,0, . . . ,  0). Consider the measures F~ and P~ on C([0, 1] ~ R 2a) gener- 
ated by the processes {W(t), t e [0, 1]} and (Y(t), t e [0, 1]}, respectively. It is known that PV 
is absolutely continuous with respect o the measure P~ and the Radon-Nikodym derivative has 
the form 
{ /o /: dp~dP~ (9) = exp -~1 1 (~_ l~9( t ) ,~9( t ) )  dt + (r.-1AY(t),dY(t) 
where ~-1 denotes the pseudo-inverse (or generalized inverse) of the matrix E (see [17,18]). 
Clearly, we have ~-1 = 4E, hence, 
d~ 7 1 1 dpff(9)=exp-/ j=~la l jY j ( t )d t+2Re ~-~ alJ fo Yj(t) dYl(t) . 
jffil 
Consequently, the Radon-Nilc~)dym derivative depends only on the first row of the coefficient ma- 
trix A, hence only this first row can be estimated by the help of the MLE. Let el := (1,0,. . . ,  0) T. 
Then, the first row of A is al := eTA, and the MLE of al is given by 
al :  (~l(Y-~(~)) T (dYl(t))) (/1y(t)(Y('~))Tdt) -1 
Note, that the estimator al is based on the sufficient statistic 
~l c~(~))T (dYl(t)), ~ly(t) C~(~))T dr. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the array e (n), k = 1,... ,n, n >_ 1, satisfies Condition (C). Then, 
eT (Yn-- J) An ~,al, 
where "al is the maximum likelihood estimator of the first row of the matrix A based on the 
observation o[ the process {Y(t), t E [0, I]) in the mode] (8). 
PROOF. Using ItS's formula, we obtain 
( ~1 (~01 )-1) 
~1 = e T A + E (dW(t))(Y(-~) T Y(t)(Y(T)) T dt . 
Moreover, 
Clearly, eT(Jn -- J )A,  --* eTA , hence the assertion. | 
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